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towards the political unity of the planet

An End to Souverainism !

The ideology behind soverainism is based on the following assumption : power is held exclusively by the
nation. Any form of compromise in favour of interests larger than that of a nation shall be considered as
a straight denial of sovereignty. The mere existence of such a concept is unthinkable in the world of
today : interaction between peoples and nations has become too complex.
Massive damage has been caused by souverainism . To wit :
In Europe : the Greek financial crisis highlighted the incapacity of European Union members to solve
the problems caused : they were unable to opt for solidarity over their individual needs..
Lately, the rush of immigrants from Syria triggered a reflex attitude of rejection and withdrawal, in
total opposition to the values put forward by the European Union. and by various international treaties
relating to the right of asylum
Also, what is to be said about the relations between the United Kingdom and the European Union ?
At a global level, more recently still, the so-called « International Community » once again found itself
unable to reach an agreement over common measures to stop conflicts arising in Syria and its
neighbouring countries.
As for global warming, the COP 21 commitments have already been met with opposition from a
number of countries ; this means that the objectives set on that occasion may not be reached.
Democracy, as it is commonly referred to, assumes that sovereignty belongs to the people. However,
the area that this applies to must be defined by a common agreement. To limit this area to the
borderliine of a given State would correspond to enforcing the idea of a « National Selfishness », and
this is inconceivable today.
Federal structures must now be set up at various levels beyond today’s existing States, particularly at a
global level, if we wish to take efficient action against the planetary challenges we are currently
submitted to in the XXIst century.
(This is what « The World Citizens’ March » * towards the political unitiy fo the planet is striving for.
All are welcome to join : we must put an end to Souverainism !
P.A & O.A.
for the March Committee

* World Citizens’March : www.worldcitizensmarch.org

